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ANALYSIS ON GEOMETRICAL NONLINEAR
BEHAVIOR OF RECTANGULAR PLATES

Chihiro MORITA*, Hiroshi MATSUDA**
and Takeshi SAKIYAMA***

In this paper, a dicsrcte method for analyzing the geometrical nonlinear problems of
rectangular plates is proposed. The solutions of partial differential equations of
rectangular plates are obtained in discrete forms by applying the numerical
integration, and they give the transverse shear forces, twisting moment, bending
moments, rotations, deflection, in-plane displacements and membrane forces at all
discrete points. The nonlinear problems are solved by the iteration and the load
incremental procedure.
As the applications of the present method, geometrical nonlinear bending and post
buckling problems of rectangular plates with some of boundary conditions are
calculated.

Keywords: geometrical nonlinear, post-buckling, a discretemetlwd

1. INTRODUCTION

A rectangular Mindlin plate is referred to
an X-YMZ system of rectangular coordinates
with the position of the origin 0 of the
x-y-z system at the corner of the middle
plane of the plate, as shown in Fig.!. The
fundamental differential equations govel'ning
the geometrical nonlinear bending of the recM

tangular plates which are subjected to the
distributed lateral load q(x,y) and the mem
brane forces Nxy,Ny and Nx are given as
Eqs.(l.a)-(l.h). These equations are based
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numerical integrations, the discrete solutions
can be obtained. Thus, they give the trans M

verse shear forces, twisting moment, bending
moments, rotations, deflection, in-plane dis
placements and membrane forces at all dis
crete points of the plate.

As the applications of the proposed method,
numerical solutions for square plates with
three types of boundary conditions: four
clamped edges, four simply supported edges,
and two opposite edges simply supported and
the other two edges clamped, are presented.

2. FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS

Fig.! Rectangular plate and coordinate system.
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The fundamental equations for large deflec
tion of the rectangnlar plates have been
derived by von Kanmin 1), and the extension
to the. plate with small initial curvature has
been aChieved by Marguerre 2)

Using these equations, the geometrical non
linear problems of the rectangular plates have
been analyzed by many researchers. The
approximate solutions of the rectangular plate
subjected to lateral loads have been obtained
by the finite element method3

),4), the energy
method'>, etc.6

),7). The post-buckling behavior
of the rectangular plate under edge compres
sion has been investigated by using the
numerical methods such as the finite element
method 8), the finite strip method 9), etc. 10),11).

However, it has been hardly cauied out to
studies the geometrical nonlinear problems of
the plates having various boundary and load
ing conditions.

In this paper, a discrete method is deve
loped to study the geometrical nonlinear ana
lysis of the rectangular plate. The discrete
solutions of partial differential equations gov
erning the geometrical nonlinear behavior of
the rectangular plate are obtained in discrete
forms. By transforming the differential equa
tions into integral equations and applying
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A rectangular plate can be divided in the
1]-directioll into m equal-length parts and in
the t;-direction into n eqnal-Iength parts as
shown in Fig.2, and the plate considerd as
a gronp of discrete points which are the
intersections of the vertical and horizontal
dividing lines.

The rectangular area, OS?JS?Ji and Ost;sSj,
corresponding to an arbitrary intersection (iJ)
shown in Fig.2, is expressed as the area ~Jl

in this paper, and the intersection (iJ) de
noted by @ is called the main point of the
area ~j], and the intersections denoted by 0
as the inner dependent points, the inter
sections denoted by. as the boundary de-
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on Mindlin's theory which includes the effects branc forces Nxy,Ny.Nx; i1q:::: incre-
of shear deformations. Since an incremental ment of load q, LlNc,LlWxyc,L1Wyc,L1Wxc
procedure is used in nonlinear calculation, :::: unbalanced force and nonlinear -terms
the fundamental differential equations are (APPENDIX I).
presented in following incremental forms. By using the foBowing non-dimensional

MQx +aLlQy _Nx - vNyLlM
x

_Ny - vNxLIMy expression,
ax ay (1- v2)D (1- v2)D XI = a2Qyl[Do(1-v2)],X2 = a2QxI[Do(1-v2)],

2N X3 =aMx J[Do(1-v2)] ,X4 =aMyl[Do(1-v2)],xy LlMxy + Llq +LIN, = 0 ... (La) 2
(l-v)D Xs=aMxl[Do(1-v)],X6=/y,X7=1!<,

aLIM MM Xs = wla,?J= xla, t;= yfb------'-+~ - LlQx =0 (1.b) ( ) .ax ay the differential Eqs. La -(1.h) are rewntten
MM aLlM as follows:

a,,,Y+-aXY-LlQy=O ... (1.c) ;[ a4X, F MX, F xv] f 0
J lX ~ Flt~+ 2t~ + 3tsL.W.s + It:::::

a~1!< +va~y/Y = ~x (1.d) ,=1 at;. .a?J.... (2.A)

(1=1,2, ... ,8)
M.It_ + vaLlI!< __ LIMy. (1 ). . h II ..... ···...e Similarly, by USlllg t e fa OWlllg non-

ay ax D
dimensional expression,

Mile + aLI It = 2L1Mxy ...... (l.f) X9=vla,XlO=ula,Xu=a2NxJ[Do(1-v2)],

~ ax Ll8x - v)D X 12 =a2Nyl[Do(1-v2)], X 13 =a2f1',/[Do(1-v2)]
aa: + Llile = KGh ... ... ..... ... (1.g) the differential Eqs.(1.1)-(1.m) arc rewritten

as follows:
aLlw +LIlt = LlQy (1.h) 13 [MX a4X ]
ay KGh 2: F4tr-='-+Fst~+F6ts4X, +!?J=O

The relation between in-plane displacements ,=9 at; ..a?J , (2.B)
U, v and membrane forces Nxy,Ny and Nx
are expressed as follows: (1=9,10, .. ,13)

where a and b are length and width of the
aLINx + aLINxy = 0 ... (1.1) plate, /l= bla, ho is the standard plate

ax ay thickness, Do is the standard flexural
aLINy + MNxy =0 .. (1.j) rigidity of the plate, Do =Eh6/[12(1-v2)],

~ }X jj = (holh)3, 1= /l(1-v2)(holh)3, J = 2/l
~ +i v + LlWx_= LlNx (1 k)
ax ay • F (l+v)(holhi, K =Eh6/(12KGa2h), £1 =

aLlv + vaLlu + LlW
y

, =LlNy (1.1) /l(1-V2'j!6/(12a2h), £2 =/l(1 +V'j!6/(fu2h),
ay ax F q=/lqa 3/[Do(1-v2)], N, =.uNca3/[Do(1-v2)],

aLlu + Mv + LlW
x

,= 2L1Nxy .. (1.m) Fkt,,[kt arc defined in APPENDIX II

ay ax y (1- v)F 3. DISCRETE SOLUTIONS OF
where Qy,Qx: transverse shear forces, Mxy :

twisting moment, MyNx: bending mo- DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ments, 1},8x : rotations, w: deflection,
v,u: in-plane displacements, Nxy,Ny,Nx :
membrane forces, D = Eh3/[12(1-v2)] :
flexnral rigidity of the plate, E :
modnlus of elasticity, G = E/[2(1+v)] :
shear modulus of elasticity, h: thick
ness of the plate, v : Poisson1s ratio,
K=5/6: shear coefficient, F =Eh/(1-v2),
AQy,LlQx :::: increments of shear forces
Qy,Qx; AMxy,LlMy,LlMx = increments of
moments Mxy,MyNx; LlIt,L11le = incre
ments of rotations l),,8x ; Llw:::: incre
ment of deflection w; Llv,Llu = incre
ments of in-plane displacements V,u;
L1Nxy,L1Ny ,LlNx = increments of mem~
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Fig.2 Discrete points on rectangular plate.

pendent points.
By integrating Eqs.(2.A) and (2.B) over

the area ~j], the following integral eqnations
are obtained.

1{Fltsf' [LlXs(1J,i1) - LlXs(1J,O)]11J

+F21sfi [LlXs(1Ji,i:) - LlXs(O,i:)]d(;

+F3tSf' fi LlXs(1J,i:)d1Jd(;}

t' {ei

+Jo Jo M1J,i;)tI1)d(;~ °....... (3.A)

j9 {F4tsf' [LlXs(1J,i1) - LlXs(1J,O)]11J

+FStsfi [LlXs(1Ji,i:) - LlXs(O,i:)]d(;

+FGtsf'CLlXs(1J,i:)d1Jd(;}

{n, (Ij
+Jo Jo !21(1J,i;)tI1)d(;~ a (3.B)

By applying the numerical integration to
Eqs.(3.A) and (3.B), the simultaneous equa
tion of unknown qnantities Xsii (8"'1-8,9-13)
which are the dimensionless shear forces,
twisting moment, bending moments, rotations,
deflection, in-plane displacements and mem
brane forces at the main point (jJJ of the
area ~j] are obtained as follows:

8 { .2: Fits±fl'k[LlXskj - LlXskO]
8=1 keO

j
+F21s L: fljl[LlXsi/- LlXsOl]

+F3ts

1rI flikfJjlLlXSkl}
k"O 1"0

j j
+ 2: L: fJikflj/fltkl~O ... ... (4.A)

£~4~~± flik[LlXskj - LlXskO]
8=9 \1 k=D

j
+FSts L: fJjl[LlXsi/- LlXsOl]

+F6tsI

O

i flikfljlLlXSkl}
k"O 1"0

i j
+ L: 2: fJikflj/fztkl~ a ... .. ...... (4.B)

k"O 1"0
The solutions Xpij of the simultaneous Eqs.

(4.A) and (4.B) are expressed as follows:
8 f i

LlXpij ~ t~l v.~o A ptfJ'k[LlXtkO - LlXtkl 1 - ok,)]

j
+ 2: Bp,fJjl[LlXtOl- LlXti/(l- 0lj)]

+ lr ~ Cptklfl'kfljILlXtd,l- OkiOiD}
k"O 1"0

l j _

-Api L: L: flikflj/(Llqkl + LIN,k;)'" (5.A)
k"ObO

(p~1,2,'" ,8)
13 f ;

LlXp;j ~ ~9 v.~oAptfJik[LlXtkO - LlXtkl1- Ok;)]

j

+ 2: Bptfljl[LlXtOl- LlXti/(l- 0ii)]

+lr ~ Cptk/fl;kfljILlXtkl,l- ""IOtj)}
k=Ol=o

i j _
- L: L: fJikfljlLlW,pkl (5.B)

k"o 1"0
(p~9,10," ,13)

where /j is Kronecker1s delta, i=1,2i · ",m,
j=1,2,.· ',Il, f3ik=ajk/m, f3jl=ajl/n,
Apt,Bpt,Cptkl: APPENDIX III

The coefficients fJlk,f3;1 are the weight coe
fficients of the nnmerical integration. The
trapezoidal rule of approximate numerical
integration is applied in this paper, therefore
the values of aik,ajl are given as follows:
aik~ 1- (Ook + o;k)j2, ajl~ 1- (001 + 0jl)/2

In Eqs.(5.A) and (5.B), the qnantities Xp;j at
the main point (iJJ of the area ~J] are
related to the quantities XtkO and XtOI at the
bonndary dependent points of the area ~j]

and the quantities Xtkj,Xti/ and Xtkl at the
inner dependent points of the area ~J]. With
the spreading of the area ~J] according to
regnlar order as [1,1],[1,2], .. ,[1,n],[2,1],[2,2],
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alongy=O, b

Nxy=O

simply supported edges with pin supported
(SSSS-pin) ; four simply supported edges with
roller supported (SSSS-roller); two opposite
edges simply supported and the other edges
clamped (SCSC) are indicated. These integral
constants and the boundary conditions are
shown in Fig.3(1)-(4), respectively. These
figures represent one quarter of the rec
tangular plate with two symmetrical axes.
The integral constants and the boundary
conditions at the corners of each plate are
shown in the boxes. For the details of deal
ing with the integral constants and bOUlidary
conditions, see Ref.12).
(2) The boundary conditions of rec

tangular plate subjected to edge
compression

Concerning the loading conditions of the
plate subjected to edge compression, the fol
lowin'g cases are considered:

[Uniformly displaced edges]
along x=O, a

u = const

(1) ecce

p= t~y Ny=O
10 h

Nxy=O
[Uniformly loaded edges]

along x=O, a alongy=O, b
P=const Nxy=O
Nxy=O Ny=O

As for the supporting conditions, we will
treat the following three cases: a) - four
simply supported edges; b) - loaded edges
clamped, the other edges simply supported;
c) - loaded edges simply supported, the other
edges clamped.

... ,[2, n], ... ,[m,1],[m,2], .. ,Im,n], the main point
of smaller area becomes one of the inner
dependent points of the following larger
areas. Whenever one obtains the quantities
Xl'ij at the main point (iJ) of the area Ujj
by nsing Eqs.(5.A) and (5.B) in above men
tioned order, one can eliminate the quantities
Xtkj,Xti/ and Xtk/ at the inner dependent
points of the following larger areas by sub
stituting the obtained results into the corre
sponding terms of the right hand side of
Eqs.(5.A) and (5.B). By repeating this pro
cess, the quantities Xpij at the main point is
related to only the quantities XrjO (1'=1,3,4,6,7,
8) and Xsog (.1'=2,3,5,6,7,8) or X"jO (u=9,10,1l,
12) and Xvog (v=9,10,1l,13) at the boundary
dependent points. The results are as follows:

p=1-8 6 ~i j )

tlXpij = 2: 2: apijfdtlXrjO + 2: bpijgdtlXsOg
det =0 g=O

+ LJqpij (6.A)

p=9-13 4 ~i j )

tlXpij = 2: 2: al'ijfdtlX"jO + 2: bpijgdI'JXvOg
del =0 g=O

+ I'Jqpij ...... (6.B)
where C1pij/d,bp ijgtl, i1qpij are defined in AP

PENDIX 1II
The coefficients lIpijfd, bpijgd, I'Jqpij in Eqs.(6.A)

and (6.B) can be independently calculated.
Eqs.(6.A) and (6.B) can be recognized as
the discrete solutions of the fundamental
partial differential Eqs.(2.A) and (2.B).

4. INTEGRAL CONSTANTS AND

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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Integral constants XrjO and Xsog, or XujO
and Xvog express dimensionless quantities with
respect to Qy,Mxy,My, Ij" 8x, wand Qx,Mxy,
Mx, ty, ~, W, or v, u,Nxy,Ny and v, u,Nxy,Nx
on 1;=0 and 77=0, respectively.

There are ten integral constants at each
discrete point, and five of them are self
evident according to the boundary conditions
along the edges 1;=0 and 77=0. The remain
ing five integral constants can be determined
by the boundary conditions along the edges
1;=1.0 and 77=1.0.
(1) The boundary conditions of rec

tangular plate sUbjected to lateral
loads

For the boundary conditions of rectangular
plate subjected to lateral loads, the following
four cases: four clamped edges (CCCC); four

38 (2063)
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5. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

In this paper, the geometrical nonlinear
problems are solved by iteration and the
load incremcntal procedure. The outline of
the computational procedure is described as
follows:

1). Calculating the unbalanced force Mr,
in Eq.(La), and substituting membrane
forces Nx,Ny and Nxy , the solutions
LlQy,LlQx,LlMxy,LlMy,4M."LlIj"Ll/i and Llw
for out-plane bending deformation are
obtained. (Only first step, the unbalanced
force LlN, is equal to zero.)

2). From Eqs.(Lg) and (Lh), the values
aw/ax and aw/ay are obtained.

3). Calculating the nonlinear terms LlWxc,
LlWyc and LlWxy, in Eqs.(Lk), (1.1) and
(Lm), the solutions Llv,Llu,LlNxy,Mry and
L1Nx for in-plane deformation are ob
tained.

4). From the membrane forces LlNxy,Mry
and ,dNx, the unbalanced force .t1Nc in
Eq.(La) is again calculated.

The iteration processes 1)-4) must continue
until the unbalanced force approach to zero
and the new increment of the deformations
becomc sufficiently small.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

. Numerical solutions for two specific pro
blems are presented. The first problem in
volves the square plates subjected to lateral
loads that are uniformly distributed through
out the plate or concentrated at the center
of the plate. The other problem involves
the square plate subjected to edge compres
sion and with small initial curvature.
(1) Rectangular plate subjected to

lateral loads

-5 0 5 10 15 20
ox a2(1-v 2)

Eh'

Fig.S Load-stress curves under uniform lateralload

(CCCC).

First, in order to confirm the convergence
and accuracy of numerical solutions obtained
by the discrete method, it is applied to the
geometrical nonlinear analysis of square plates
(h/a=0.01, v=0.3) subjected to uniformly dis
tributed lateral load. From the results of
four clamped edges plate which is divided
into m::::n::::4,6,8,lO, the numerical solutions of
the division m::::n::::8 agreed with those of
m::::n::::10. Thus, the numerical computation
for m::::n=8 is carried out.

a) Plate with four clamped edges (CCCC)
Figs.4 and 5 present the computing re

sults for a square plate with four clamped
edges. Fig.4 shows the load-deflection
curves with respect to maximum deflection.
Fig.5 shows the load-stress curves at the
center of the square plate with respect to
upper surface (compression), lower surface
(tension) and membrane stress. These figures
show the comparison between the discrete
solutions and the other solutions such as the
finite element solutions obtained by Kawai et
al. 3) and Schmidt'), and the solutions from
the energy method by Way 5) It is found
from these figures that the numerical solu
tions obtained by the discrete method agree
with those obtained by finite element and the
energy method.

b) Simply supported plate (SSSS)
Figs.6, 7 and 8 present the computing

results for a square plate with foUl' simply
supported edges. Fig.6 shows the load
deflection curves with respect to the max
imum deflection when non-dimensional incre
mental load intensity is Llqa4/Dh = 100. Figs.
7 and 8 shows the load-stress curves at the
center of the square plate, and the former is
the results of the plate with pin supported
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Fig.S Load-stress eurves under uniform lateral load

(roller).

edges and the latter is the results of the
plate with roller supported edges. In Figs.6
and 7, the numerical solutions obtained from
the discrete method are compared with those
of the solutions by Berger 6) and Levy?). It
is seen that the load-deflection curve obtained
by the discrete methoo agree with Levy's
solution better than Berger's.

c) Plate with two edges clamped (SesC)
The results similar to those described

above, for a square plate with two opposite

h
Fig.!! Load-deflection curves under a concentrated load.

w 3.0

,
/

/
/,

/
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/
// --

__ -- - - - LInear-,;::--- --

---eccc
---ssss

pq'

Dh

(sese).

500

3000

2000

2500

o

1000

1500

edges simply supported and the other two
edges clamped are described in Figs.9 and
10. Fig.9 shows the load-deflection curves
with respect to the maximum dGflection
when non-dimensional incremental load inten
sity is !Jqa 4/Dh = 100. Fig.IO shows the
load-stress curves at the center of a square
plate. In Fig.9, the numerical solutions
obtained from the discrete method are com
pared with those of the solutions by Berge(6

)

The deflection by the discrete method is a
little greater than Berger's solution.

TensionMembraneCompression 4

3000 ..9!...
Dh
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Fig.12 LOi'ld-defieClion curves under edge compression

(SSSS).

d) Plate under a concentrated load
Second, the present method is applied to

the square plates under a concentrated load
P at the center, with four clamped edges
and with four simply supported edges. Fig.
11 shows the load-deflection curves with re
spect to the ~aximum deflection when non
dimensional incremental load intensity is
IJPa 2/Dh = 50.
(2) Rectangular plate subjected to edge

compression
In the previous section, the rectangular

plate subjected to lateral load has been
treated. Here, the rectangular plate (h/a=O. 01 ,
v=I/3) subjected to edge compression, with a
small initial curvature (wo/h=0.005,0.1) is
consi dered.

a) Plate with four simply supported edges
First, the present method is applied to the

simply supported square plates subjected to
edge compression, with uniformly displaced
edges and with uniformly loaded edges.
Fig.12 shows the load-deflection curves with
respect to the maximum deflection at the
center when the division m=n=8. In this
figure the discrete solutions are compared
with the double Fourier series solutions
obtained by Yamaki 10) It is found from
this figure that a good agreement· exists
between these sets of results.

b) Plate with loaded edges clamped and
the other edges simply supported

Next, the present method is applied to the

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 W 2.0 2.5

h

Fig.13 Load-deflection curves under edge compression

(CSCS).

square plate with loaded edges clamped and
the other edges simply supported, and with
uniformly displaced edges. Fig.13 shows the
load-deflection curves with respect to the
maximum deflection at the center (m=n=lO).
The solutions obtained by Yamaki 10) are also
plotted for comparison in Fig.13, and a
good agreement is observed.

c) Plate with loaded edges simply snpported
and the other edges clamped

Fig.14 presents the computing results for
a square plate with loaded edges simply
supported and the other edges clamped, and
with uniformly displaced edges. Fig.14
shows the load-deflection curves with respect
to the maximum deflection at point A
(m=n=8). It is here assumed that the small
initial deflection is two half-waves in the
x-direction, because of a square plate buck
ling in two half-waves in the xMdirection in
this case. This figure also shows a com
parison between the discrete solutions and a
double Fourire series solutions obtained by
Yamald 10), and a good agreement exists
between these sets of results.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions can be summarized as
follows.

(1) A general numerical method for the
geometrical nonlinear problems of rectangular
plates has been proposed, and the proposed
method has been applied to the square plates
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APPENDIX II
Flll=FlZ3=F134=F15 6=F167=FlSS=Fz7 S=F377= 1
F21Z=F22S=Fz3'3=F247=Fz66= -F32Z= ~F331=F386=/l

F146=V F257=V/l F313=Axy! F3I4=/l(Ay-VAx)D
F315=/l(Ax-VAy)D F34,=F354=-I F363=.J F372=-K

F38I=-/lK !l1=!fq+Ll'N,

F491l=F41012=F4129=F41310=1 F4119=V FS1210=V/l

FS913=FsI0ll=Fsl110=Fs139=/l- F61113=~Ll

F6I2I2=-LI F61311=-L2 !z11=/lLlIf':" !z12=/lLlWy ,

!z13=/lLlWxy , Olher F'jfe=!ij=O

APPENDIX III
Apl=Ypl Ap2=O ApFYp2 Ap4=Yp3 Ap'=O
A p 6=VYp4+YpS A p7=Yp6 ApB=YpB A p 9=YYpll+Yp12

Ap lO=Yp13 Ap lt=Yp9 Ap 12=Yp l0 Ap 13=O

Bpl=O Bp2=l'Ypl Bp3=/lYp3 Bp4=O Bp,=/lYp2

Bp6=/lYp6 Bp7=/l(Yp4+VYp') BpS=Yp7 Bp9=/lYp13
BpIO=/l(Ypl1+VYp12) Bpl1=l'YplO Bp12=O BpIFI'Yp9
CpIfg=/l(lP3+KfgYps) Cp2fg=/lYp2+KfgYp7 Cp3fg=Jfg

(Yp6-AxyfgYpl) Cp4fg=IfgYP,-/l(Ay fg-VAxfg)Drg Ypl

Cp'fg=IfgYp4-/l(Axfg-vAyfg)DfgYp 1 Cp6fg= -ttYps
Cp7fg=-Yp7 CpSfg=O Cp9fg=O CpIOfg=O
Cpl1fg=L2fgYp13 Cpl2fg=LlfgYpl2 Cp 13fg=LlfgYpl1

[Ypt]=[Ptpr I (p=1-8,1=1-8 01' p=9-13,1=9-13)

Pl1=f3ii P12=flPjj P13=f3ijAxy ij!ij

P14=/lI3ti(Ay'rVAxlj)D;j PI,=/lf3'j(Ax'rVAy'j)D;j

P22=-/lf3'j P23=f3ii P2,=/lf3jj P31=-/lf3'j P33=/lf3jj

P34=PU P4S=-f3ij/ij P46=VPii P47=flPjj

P'4=-f3'j!;j P56=f3" P'7=V/lf3jj P63=-f3,jl'j

P66=/lf3jj P67=f3ii Pn=-f3'jK'j P77=f3'j P7S=f3jj

P81=-/l-PijKij PB6=V(Jij PBB=Pii

P91l=f3ii P,13=/lf3jJ PlO11=/lf3jj PI012=f3ii

PU9=VPiI PI110=flPjj Pll13=-{3ijLlij PIZ9=PU

P1210=V/lf3jJ P1212=-f3ijLlIj P139=/lf3}1 P13lO=f3il

P1311= -f3'jLZij f3'j=f3iif3jj

p=1-8
Sf'

ap'jfd = 2: \±f3,!Apt[atkOfd - atkjf,.{1-6k ,)]
t=l k=O

j

+ 2: f3jlBpt[atOljd- atllf<Kl-6lj)]

+d
'
::~ f3'kf3jICptklatklf,Kl-6k,6lj)}

8 ,

bpijg,i=~ ~o f3i1Apt[bt kOgd - btkjg,.{1-6k[)]

j

+ 2: f3jlBpt[btOlgd - btilgd(1-6Ij)]
1=0
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Fig .14 Load-deflection curves under edge compression (SCSC).

with three types of boundary conditions.
(2) The discrete solutions are obtained by

transforming the differential eqnations into
integral eqnations and applying nnmerical in
tegrations, and tbey give the transverse shear
forces, twisttng moment, bending moments,
rotations, deflection, in-plane displacements
and membrane forces at all discrete points of
the plate. Thns, the proposed method does
not require prior assumption of the shape of
the deflection of the plate.

(3) By utilizing the present method, the
geometrical nonlinear problems for the rec
tangular plates having some of boundary and
loading conditions can be treated with ac
ceptable accuracy.

(4) In the proposed method, the size of
the matrices of the simultaneous eqnation is
rednced as well as the boundary element
method. Furthermore, since the coefficients
in Eqs.(6.A) and (6.B) can be independently
calculated, CPU time cau be reduced by
usiug the parallel computer.

APPENDIX I
ilNe = ilN-fo'1l' + (PLlW) + ilN>(o'1v + 02ilW )

A\&2 &2 ~2 ~2

+ 2LlNx>( 0'11' + 0
2
.111')

oxay iJxoy
ilWxc = 1 (0.111')2+ JOLlW)2 + all' ailw + yOW oLlw

2 ax .~ oy ax ox oy ~

ilWye = 1 (OLlW)\ Joaw)2 + ow aaw + yOW iJaw
2 oy .~ ax oy ~ ax ox
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PEkPJ･LCptkEbLkEgA(1･BklaLj)
βEk4pElAqEkO-Aqrkメ1･8k'･)]

PJ.IBpEldqtoL-AqEIL(1･BT/)]

畠βLkPPpEkEAqrk竺 Bt/,)

βlkPJ.b4pl(Aq-kL+ANckL)

βEb4pflaEkOIU-aEkjfi1-8ki)l

PjLBpElaEOEfd･alELFd(1･BLj)]

畠β仙 -躍軸 ))

PEk4p'lbEkOgd-bEkjg式1-akt)]

PJ.LBpllbLOLgd-bEELgd(1-81j)]

I

∑伽PJ.lCp'kTbEk'gよ1一触alj)
J=U

βL･kAptlAqEkO-AqEkil-3kE)]

+i/llLBpElAqEOL-dq"I(llaTj)l

l･kiofDPl.kPIcpEkEA,Jlk- E3lJ,)

-k!.嘉 pEkP"AWcpkt

AWcpkL=YpllAWxckE+rp12AWyckT+rp13AWxyckL
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矩形板の幾何学的非線形挙動解析
森田千尋 ･松田 浩 ･崎山 毅

本論文は､矩形版の幾何学的非線形問過のための-離散化数値解析法について述べた

ものである｡有限変形を考慮した矩形板の変位-ひずみ関係によ り､矩形板の非線形挙

動を支配する増分形の基礎微分方程式を導き､その基礎微分方程式に基づく､直接的で

半解析的な､矩形板の非線形問題の一解析法を韻示 した.本法により､任意の荷重条件

および境界条件の下での､矩形板の幾何学的非線形曲げ問題､後座屈問題を解析 したD




